
Dear parents,  

  

Homework details:  

- Spelling/handwriting practice sheet (words that end in 'ment') - attached  

- Maths activity mat (complete the two star side or use the one star if something less challenging is 

more suitable) 

- Read and discuss a text three times and record in reading diaries (this could include the test book)  

- Complete test three in the reading books test book  

- Complete up to test 6 in the arithmetic book (some class time will be given for this also)  

Year 6 - complete to the end of section 1 in Maths study book by the end of November (most pupils 

have now completed this although some class time will be given too) 

  

Reminder for year 6 pupils: Deadline for persuasive letters to businesses for the legacy award is the 

10th December (see last week's update for more details and a planning sheet if needed). These can be 

written with adult support and they can be typed if this is preferable.  

  

I know this looks a lot but most of these activities are short (i.e. ten minute tests) and pupils are also 

given time during registration for study book work too.  

  

Weekly update:  

This week in English we have been working very hard on our balanced argument texts, discussing the 

advantages and disadvantages of homeschooling. This has included a lot of draft work, to develop and 

organise the various points and counter arguments, plus a lot of work on developing formal language, 

including causal and contrasting conjunctions and adverbials. We've also been looking at the use of 

modals (our spellings for the week) and how they can be applied to this piece. It is a particularly 

challenging piece to write and it has taken time to get right but I think the children have done 

brilliantly and the final pieces show great skill. This work was inspired by Mina in our class novel who is 

a permanent homeschooler although we were all able to draw on our own experiences from the past 

two years too obviously!  

  

In Maths, we have continued to focus on fractions. This week our small steps have included converting 

between mixed numbers and improper fractions, fraction number sequences, fractions on a number 

line and comparing and ordering fractions.  

  

Our History work this week had a Geography link as we've been examining how place names can act as 

great historical evidence. By examining places with Viking words in their names, we can start to get a 

sense of where the Vikings travelled and settled and also how they settled. For instance, we discovered 

that many of the Viking place names we found meant something relating to buildings or 

borders/fences/boundaries which led us to conclude that the Vikings settled in large, organised 

groups!  

  

We've continued work on our collages also this week, which have an eco theme as they all depict 

British endangered wildlife. Of course, the pupils have also taken part in Italian (year 6), music, RE, PE 

and Science - this week we have been completing our post-assessments for our material topics which is 

basically a chance for the pupils to show off how much they're learned!  

  

I hope you all have a lovely weekend. Take care and stay safe,  

  

Mr Sturgess   


